We will stay with the story of KKV for which we have a serious bonus and which often came over here. Child
at home there is the already mentioned Mahsa Vahdat. We first heard about the existence of this Iranian
singer when she and her sister Marjan released the album 'Twinklings of hope' on the world five years ago.
They then translated traditional and contemporary Persian poetry into a subdued and pastoral sounding
musical framework that exuded tremendous mental power and inspired the listener and propelled him
forward. The excellent vocals (think of Sima Bina) did the rest and provided a compelling listening experience.
After making six albums in collaboration with other artists such as the American soul singer Mighty Sam
McClain and the Norwegian choir SKRUK, 'Traces Of An Old Vineyard' was the first solo album by Mahsa
Vahdat two years ago. The album was dedicated to the city of Shiraz and the lyrics were classical Persian
poems. Vahdat embraced modernity but at the same time told the Persian musical traditions. The essence of
that album is the endearing intimacy in a large and stunning coherence between poetry, voice and music. But
the greatest constant trump card of Vahdat is undoubtedly its sharp, powerful, flowing, evocative, expressive,
rich and impressive voice. She demonstrated that trump card fully and completely solo and a capella on 'The
sun will rise' last year: that was also the first time a woman did that in Iranian music history. She described it as
a pilgrimage to a beauty that was contaminated by love and dreams. Vahdat regards her voice as her
homeland and her body as her instrument.
On the new album 'Endless Path', Vahdat ships with the Turkish singer Coskun Karademir, who also sings on
the lead, an old fretless stringed instrument related to the lute from Central Asian music. Until today
Karademir was a blank page for us, but in Turkey he is said to be an institution. This occasional duo is also
accompanied by the Turk Özer Özel on drum, the Turk Ömer Arslan on percussion and the Iranian Mahdi
Teimori on ney (a flute from Persian, Turkish and Arabic music). 'Endless Path' is supported by stories, poems,
melodies and images and unites the poets Rumi (Persia) and Yunus Emre (Anatolia) and the Norwegian visual
artist Emanuel Vigeland in whose mausoleum in Oslo these recordings took place. The mausoleum has an
impressive and very resounding (echoes of 14 seconds) of acoustics that honors these songs. Turkey and Iran
have a centuries-long aesthetic and cultural connection. As neighbors and trading partners with common
travel routes, their connection is reflected in the tonalities, metaphors and poetic references that we hear on
the sober, meditative, poignant, often melancholic and comforting songs on 'Endless Path'. Persian and
Anatolian poetry have embraced each other since time immemorial. In the textbook you will find the English
translations of the poems of Rumi and Emre sung here. For the vocals of Mahsa Vahdat we had been flat on
the belly for some time now, and we now also do that for the until today unknown noble Coskun Karademir,
which we can call a true discovery from today: his hyperintense voice is a wonderful barrel full of emotions
and in no way inferior to Vahdat's. This tandem is a golden duo (even if they sing together only once) and the
result of their collaboration is a true work of beauty and a perplexing and intensely intimate piece of work,
stripped of all gimmicks and artifice, that brings lots of goose bumps.

